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Safer Trucks 

Improving vulnerable road user safety through better vehicle design, 
training and purchasing decisions 

30 NOVMEBER 2016 
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Background 

• A disproportionate number of vulnerable road user 
fatalities  involve an HGV 

 

• The relative risk of a collision involving a vulnerable road 
user and an HGV is increasing 
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Safer 
operations 

Safer people 

Safer vehicles 

Safer supply 
chains 

• Encouraging, supporting and recognising safe 
and compliant fleets 

• Improving driver and manager knowledge, 
skills and performance 

• Stimulating innovative HGV design and 
providing evidence for change 

• Using buying power and planning to 
manage road risk in supply chains 

Mitigating road risk 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approach to managing road risk Vehicles a key element – prompted Safer Trucks programme
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1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 

Evolution of truck design 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problem we have is the blindspot   - major contribuory factor attributed to close proximity collisionsWould we design vehicles today that despite having three windows, also needs six mirrors for the driver to see around the cab?Increasingly demanding camera and or sensor systems which are leading to concerns over cognitive workloadReason they are designed like this is due to the restrictions through Weights & Dimensions meaning that drivers are positioned high up, above the engine. Manufacturers design a ‘one size fits all cab’ for trunking and urban deliveries and the question we are asking is – are these types of designs really fit for urban use?More space in the design envelope will mean greater flexibility to improve these designs
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Improving the safety of existing vehicles  
through an approved testing methodology 
for retro-fit or dealer-fit HGV safety 
technology  

Evidence for next generation urban truck. 
Market research and technical research on 
operational off-road site conditions and 
benefits of direct vision 

Field of view standard and business case 
to support regulatory change through 
review of General Safety Regulation 

Encouraging uptake of ‘safer trucks’  
through effective communications and 
programme evaluation 

Safer Trucks programme 

Workstream 
1 

Workstream 
2 

Workstream 
3 

Workstream 
4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Safer Trucks programme structure
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Today 

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

C ons truction L ogis tics  and C yclis t S afety 

B enefits  of blinds pot technology and driver cognitive workload 

E valuating HG V blind - s pot s afety devices  

HG V blind - s pot modelling  

Unders tanding off - road capable HG Vs  

Definition of direct vis ion s tandards  for HG Vs  

Independent tes t protocol for HG V blind - s pot s afety devices  

R oad s afety benefits  of eye contact between drivers  and vulnerable road us ers  

C os t - benefit analys is  for mandating  HG V direct vis ion requirements  (P has e 1) 

High vis ion HG V fleet evaluation 

Inves tigating the s afety imbalance 

Unders tanding regulatory non - compliance in L ondon 

C L O C S  programme evaluation 

F O R S  s afety training and toolkits  evaluation 

R oad s afety s tandards  for cons truction and was te s ites  

Truck safety 

Investigation & evaluation 

Comprehensive evidence base 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recognise the need for a comprehensive and robust evidence base to inform our road safety programmes and asks for the vehicle manufacturers, operators and regulatorsWe have had this in train for some time
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Existing fleet: retrofit blind-spot technology  

• 2011 – 5 technology providers at market 

• 2016 – 50+ technology providers at 
market 

 

• No fully independent testing of such 
systems is currently required 

 

• Objective, repeatable and robust testing 
protocol for use by aftermarket product 
suppliers (and vehicle manufacturers) 

 

• Verified online review forum for clients 
and operators  for HGV safety equipment 
with potential for use for other products 

 

 

Use of devices  and systems 
thoroughly tested and user 
reviewed which are fit for 
purpose and meet safety 
objectives 
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Research: Understanding direct vision 

Indirect vision – What the 
driver can see through 
mirrors or cameras 

Direct vision – what a driver 
can see through the windows 
rather than using mirrors or 
cameras 
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-1 = visible i.e. visible when directly 
adjacent to the cab side  

Variation in direct vision - front 

Up to 1.4 metre 
difference in blind-spot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results showed for the first time the huge variation across vehicle fleets – up to 1.4 metres at the front
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-1 = visible i.e. visible when directly 
adjacent to the cab side  

Variation in direct vision - nearside 

Up to 2.5 metre 
difference in blind-spot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up to 2.5 metres on the nearside 
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“It’s human nature to recognise a 
persons face and react to it. Its more 
effective than cameras and mirrors” 

Transport Manager 

Commissioned to understand the 
benefit of direct over indirect 
vision in three phases: 

 

• Literature review 

• Surveys with drivers, cyclists and 
pedestrians 

• Controlled laboratory 
experiments  

 

First time this issue has been 
looked at in this way 

Research: Benefits of direct vision and eye contact 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arup and University of LeedsTo support this we are undertaking scientific research to understand the benefits and inform the business case that will be needed to influence decisions in BrusselsPhase 1 and 2 have completed and emerging findings suggest:Mirrors can distort objects and may be set up incorrectly Cameras increase instances of taking eyes off the road and takes the driver longer to acquire critical informationMay impair driving performance81% of cyclists and 61 % of pedestrians 61%  do not trust that drivers can see them through mirrors. 49% of HGV drivers admitted it was sometimes difficult to see VRUs through the mirrors and 92% agree that they try to make eye contact (or seek to see the road user directly) to know they have been seen There is further research required into ‘eye contact’ element i.e. that human interactionPhase 3 tested these findings in a lab and seeked to answer questions such as ‘how quickly does a driver react when they see directly, compared to when they interpret information through mirrors and or cameras’... Results show (next slide)...
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Research: Benefits of direct vision and eye contact 

Speed  Extra Travel 

15 mph 4.7m 

10 mph 3.1m 

5 mph 1.5m 

Lab experiments showed... 

Indirect vision responses were 
on average 0.7s slower 
compared to Direct viewing 
responses. This results in: 

Lab experiments showed... 

Indirect vision resulted in 
increased incidence of 
pedestrian collisions by 23%  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 results showed that Indirect vision responses were on average 0.7s slower compared to Direct viewing responses 
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• Promote safer, cleaner lorries – 
working with the boroughs and 
using City Hall procurement to 
set new safety standards moving 
towards City Hall and TfL 
contracts specifying ‘direct-
vision’ lorries 

 
• Make cycling and walking safer, 

with more segregated cycle 
routes, action on dangerous 
junctions, and safer lorries 

Mayoral manifesto 

Direct Vision Standards - Mayoral Commitments 

“I will adopt a ‘Vision Zero’ approach to 
road safety, which puts the elimination 
of road danger at the very heart of the 
transport system... working with 
industry to make lorries safer” 

A City for all Londoners 
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First direct vision standards for 
HGVs to: 

• Categorise HGVs based on 
their direct vision capability  

• Inform operator purchasing 
decisions 

• Guide manufacturers to 
design cabs to meet 
progressive standards 

• Use in procurement clauses  

• Lobby for inclusion within 
changes to regulation 

 

Consultation in the new year 

 

   

Research: Direct Vision Standards 

Vehicles meeting the higher vision 
standards will have a much reduced 
blind-spot allowing better visibility of 
vulnerable road users  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRL Understanding the variation is one thing, but a clear recommendation from the Loughborough research was that standards are needed to categorise vehicles in order to lead to change.These vision standards are based on the area of  greatest risk i.e. where does the driver need  to see, and how much of a person do they need to see in order to avoid a collisionWe are consulting on these over the summer with vehicle manufacturers, operators, regulators and others to make sure they are understood, fit for purpose and more likley to be accepted by the indObjectively measurable and legally defensible vision standards for HGVsCategorisation of HGVs based on their direct vision capabilityEasy identification of the safest vehiclesInform operator purchasing decisions Inform manufacturers design and adviceConsultation process will take place in the new yearustry
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Research: Operational conditions and site standards 

Min 25° 
Min 25cm Min 25cm 

Min 25° 

Min 25° 

Min 30cm 

• To understand operational conditions and barriers to on-road 
vehicle use 

• Develop a site rating and standards system linked to operational 
capability of vehicles  

• Encourage the use of lower vehicles, suitable for urban 
operations 
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‘I feel much more confident driving in 
the higher vision cab. I don’t want to go 

back to a standard tipper’  

‘As a lorry driver, it pains 
me to say this, but its 
actually pretty good’  

Research: Evaluation – live trials 

‘You just need to sit in one of the 
old cabs then get in the new one to 

realise how important this change is’  

“I’d say just give it a go, 
it’s opened my eyes. I 

didn’t see how it could 
be improved before” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about the industry view?We have a programme to trial new concept vehicles with low entry high vision caThe idea of being lower seems ‘unnatural’ and totally different to what some operators are used to The only low entry cab HGVs that spring to mind are refuse vehicles (dustcarts). These are not considered ‘good looking’ vehiclesPerception that the lower cabs won’t  be able to ‘do the job’bs and improved direct vision in the real world and the result to date are positive
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Progress to date 

 

• All 8 UK vehicle manufacturers engaged 
and producing workable, practical solutions 

• Identification of the on-/off-road issue – 
unnecessary over-specification of vehicles 

• Increased evidence base and understanding 

• Mayoral mandate for action 
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Thank you 

Hannah White 
Freight & Fleet Programme Manager 
Transport for London 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle featuresBus style doorsLower cabAdditional window in doorIncreased windscreen glass
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